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ABSTRACT
The Effects of an Adolescent Social Skills Training Program
on Adolescent Sex Offenders
by
Roger B. Graves, Master of Science
Utah State University , 1990
Maj o r Professor:
Dr. D. Kim Opensha w
Department:
Family and Human Development
The purpose of this research was to assess the efficacy
of a

9-week social skills training (SST) program for

improving the social competence of adolescent sex offenders.
The study was conducted at an outpatient treatment center,
Intermountain Sexual Abuse Treatment Center,
City , Utah.

in Salt Lake

A pretest-postte st co ntrol group design was

utilized and comparisons were made o n a variety of self- and
parent-report measures to examine treatment effects.

The

results indicate that the experimental group was able to
acquire the specific SST behaviors to a far greater degree
than expected by chance.

However, evidence of increased

social competence outside the training con text is somewhat
more equivocal.

Implications for treatment programs and

further research needs are discussed.

(94 pages)

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
The treatment of the

adolescent sexual offender is a

co mplex process often involving extensive therapeutic
intervention .

Am ong the most co mmon forms of interventi o n

available for treating the sexual of fender are group and
individual therapy ( Margolin, 1984; Quinsey , 1977; Smets &
Cebula, 1987) . Of the preferred therapeutic interventions
cognitive-beha vioral techniques,
sensitization ( Be cker , Kaplan ,

including covert

& Kavoussi,

in press),

con fr ontatio n of dysfunctional attitudes (Kahn & Lafond,
1988) , and aversion therapy (Quinsey , 1977) , are the mo st

co mmon.

In addition, various ot h er theoretical approaches,

such as psychoanalytic ,

family systems an d o th e r s, are

currently in practice (Lanyon, 1986).
Alth ough recent clinical descriptions have characterized
the sexual offender as having deficiency social skills
(Cohen, Seghorn ,

&

Calm~s,

1969;

Deisher , Wen et , Paperny,

Clark, & Fehrenbach , 198 2 ; Fehrenbach, Smith, Monastersky, &
Deisher , 1986; Groth, 1977; Overholser & Beck, 1986; Segal

& Marshall 1985), there has been only limited research
investigating the relat ionship between this behavioral
deficit and sexu al offenses.

Also, there has been little

empirical investigation concerning the impact of social
skills training procedures as part of a comprehensive
program for treating these individuals.
Quinsey (19 77) and ,

more recently, Fehrenba ch et

al . (1986) and Lanyon (1986), have reported the need for
research to determine the relationship between a lack of
social skills and sexual o ffending,

including the potential

value of social skills training in increasing social
co mpetence and reducing re c idivism rates.

Indeed, many

r e searchers and practioners alike, such as Lanyon (1986),
Kahn and Lafond (1988), and others, are so convinced o f the
i mp o rtan c e o f teaching social skills to sex offenders that
t hey re co mmend the implementation of s ocial skills training
even with the dearth o f empirical research supporting any
effectiveness in doing so.

While minimal extant research

has addressed the relationship between social skills
training and deviant sexual behavior, this has not been the
c ase f o r various other behaviorally disordered populations.
Soc ial skills training programs have previously been
u tilized as valuable adjuncts in the treatment o f a variety
o f ment a l disorders (Gutride, Go ldstein & Hunter, 1973) and
recentl y have been found useful in modifying behaviorally
di s ordered and aggressive adolescents (Elder, Edelstein, &
Narick, 1979; Schneider & Byrne, 1987; Serna, Schumaker,
Hazel, & Sheldon, 1986) .

Th e form of social skills

enhancement has varied from inclusion of appropriate s o cial
interaction te c hniques devel oped to address a specific
deficit observed in an individual or group of individuals
and included as a part o f an overall therapy program to
having subjects attend a comprehensive social skills
program.

Hazel, Schumaker, Sherman, and Sheldon-Wildgen (1981)
have developed a role-playing social skills development
program specifically for adolescents called Adolescent
Social Skills Effectiveness Training (ASSE T).

This program

focuses on eight social skills via video taped instructions
and role-playing.

While a

revie~

of the literature

indicates that this specific program has not been used in a
research study
been used

~ith

~ith

adolescent sex offenders to date,

it has

learning disabled adolescents (Hazel ,

Schumaker, Sherman, & Sheldon-Wildgen , 1982 ), delinquents
(Manos,

1985; Serna, et al. 1986) ,

(Adams,

Opensha~,

lonely adolescents

Bennion, Mills, & Noble, 1988), and other

behavioral disordered groups o f adolescents.
This research proposal presents

hypotheses suggesting

the value of a specific group social skills enhancement
program in treating adolescent sex offenders , a rationale
for the use of ASSET as the skill-building program and the
methodology to obtain an acceptable degree of reliabi lit y
and internal/ext ernal va lidity for a first-time study of
this important topic .
Hypotheses
There is a conspicuous lack of emp ir ical research
addressi ng the utility of social skills training with
adolescent sex offenders specifically and for development
programs , such as the ASSET program ,

in general

(Davis &

Leitenberg, 1987; Lanyon, 1986; Quinsey, 1977; Segal &
Marshall, 1985).

Does participation in a socia l s kill s

program provide a useful adjunct to cont emporary t herapeutic
tec hniques?

And if so , what c haracteristic of the

adolescen t male offender is mod ifi e d ?

This study pr oposes

to te st the following hypothe ses :
1.

Adolescent sex o ff e nders who participate in a

social skills devel op ment program, when co mpa red to a
corresponding cont r ol group, will ex hibit significantl y
greater gains on specific social skills as indicated on
self-report scale s .
2a.

Th e experimental group wi ll exhibit significantly

greater gai ns, when co mpared to the co ntrol group, in
positive and appropriate interpersonal communi c ation as
i ndi cate d o n s elf-report scales.
2b.

The experimental gr oup will exhibit significantly

greate r gains , when compared to the cont r ol gr ou p, in
positive and appr opriate interpersonal communication as
indicated on ratings by parents.
3a.

The experimental gr o up, when compared to the

control gro up, will exhibit sig nifi ca ntly l e s s int erperso na l
co nfli ct betwe en self and significant others (e.g ., peers,
parents, and teachers) as indi c ated o n self-report sca l es.
3b.

The experimental group , when co mpared to the

contro l gr oup , will exhibit signif i cantl y l e ss interpers onal
co nflict between self and significant others (e . g. peer s ,
parents , and teachers ) a s indicated o n ratings by parents.
4.

The experimental group , when co mpared to the

control group, will exhibit significant ly le ss anxiety a nd
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greater popularity in interpersonal relationships

~ith

the

same age and same and opposite sex peers as indicated on
sel f-report scales.
Definitions
Achenbach Child Behavi or Checklist - A behavior-rating
scale that is available in four forms

(parent, teacher,

direct o bservation, and self-report) and in three age ranges
( 4-5, 6- 11, 12-16), designed to assess in a standardized
format t he behavior problems and socia l competencies of
c hildren.
The three forms of the chec klist utilized in this study
are the parent form,
f or m.

teacher form, and the youth self-report

The parent and teacher forms provide five scaled

s cores: socia l competence (activities, socia l, school) and
behavioral problems (internalizing, externalizing).
sel f-report form provides

t~o

The

scales: social c ompetence and

behavioral problems.
Adolescent - An individual in the period of development
fr om puberty to maturity
from ages 12 to 19 years.

~ho,

for this study, is designated

Normally,

this period is marked

by the appearance of secondary sexual characteristics.
addition, this time is associated
sense of identity and
an altered body image,

self-~orth,

~ith

the development of a

includi ng adaptation to

improved intellectual ability,

demands for mature behavior, and preparation for the
as s umption of adult roles
ASSET - A

9-~eek,

In

( Mills, 1988).

role-play social skills training

pr o gram video taped for adolescents.

This program f o cuses

upon eight specific social skills (giving positive feedback,
giving negative feedback, accepting negative feedback,
re si sting peer pressure, negotiation,

following

in s tructions, conversation, and problem-solving skill)
( Hazel et al., 1981).
Parent-Adole s cent Relati o nship Inventory (PARI) - A
mu ltidimensional self-rep o rt invent o ry of parent - adolescent
rel a t i o n s

( Ro bin, Ko epke, & Mayor 1984) .

consis ts of two subscal es ,

The inventory

o ne each for parents and their

a d o le s cent children, and samples 13 major domain s .
Sex Offender - An individual (in this case a male
adol es cent) who has been legally convicted and/or is in
t r e atment (individual and /o r group therapy)
b e ha v io r co nsidered ill e gal o r

for sexual

in a ppr o priate and deviant

(e.g ., s exual activity with a n o nc o n s enting partner o r with
an individual significantly--3 t o 5 years--younger than the
ad o le scent).
Social Competence -

An evaluative term that indi ca t es

an individual has adequately performed a task (involving the
utilization of a social skill o r s kills).

These evaluative

judgments are based upon the opini o ns of significant o thers,
suc h as parents, peers, and teachers.

Gresham ( 1986) has

conc eptualized social competence as being co mprised o f tw o
co mp o nent s:

(a) adaptive behavior and (b ) social skills.

Adaptive behaviors include independent functioning skills,
physi c al development, and academic competencies .

Social

skills include interpersonal behavior (e.g. , accepting
autho r ity , co n versation skills , cooperative and play
behaviors), self -rel ated behaviors (e.g. , expr essing
feeli ng s , eth i ca l
task be havi o r s

beha vio r, and attitude towards self), and

(e.g., attending behavior ,

foll o wing

directions , an d independent work).
F or the limited purpose of this study , social
competence is defined as possessing a repertoire o f
app r op ri ate interpersonal socia l skill behavi ors (ski ll
co mpetence ) and exhibiting the ability to perform them at
acceptable levels ( perf o rman ce co mpetence) within the
co ntext s exa mined in this study.

Ad apta tive behavi o rs are

implied in t he performance fa cet o f this definition but not
specifica l ly add ressed here .
Social S kills interaction ,

facilitate a desired ou tc o me f or the

participants.
popularity ,

Behav io r s that , within a given soci al

These outco me s may be pee r acceptan ce o r

judgments of soci al s kill by significant ot h e r s ,

or othe r socia l behavi o rs kn o wn to correlate wit h peer
ncceptance and judgments o f signi fic a nt o thers
Gres ha m' s 1986 social validity definition) .
social skil l s , as defined by Hazel et al.
utilized here.

(see
Eight s pe c ifi c

( 1 981) , are

See the ASSE T definition f o r descriptions.

PRIOR RESEARCH
Profile of the
Adolescent Sex Offender
Until recently, adolescent sexual offenses have
typically been characterized as sexual experimentation,
curiosit y, or even normal expression of aggression in
maturi11g adolescent males.

Juvenile courts,

avoid stigmatizing the adolescent ,

in an effort to

have often taken the

position that these offenses are somehow less serious than
those co mmitted by adult offenders.

Possibly due to the

socia l sensitivity of addressing the offender and offense
c hara cte ristics of adolescent perpetrators ,

the vast

majority of research and offender descriptions have been
con ducted around adult offe nd ers.

Only within the last

decade has serious consideration o f the adoles ce nt
perpetrator been evaluated , and the majority o f that has
been within the last 5 years.
Davis and Leitenberg (19871 reported that recent arrest
statistics and victim surveys indicate that roughly 20% of
a ll rapes and from 30% to 50% of all cases of chi ld sex ual
abuse are perpetrated by adolescent sex offenders.
Fehrenbach et al.

(1986),

in a review of the Uniform Crime

Rep o rts during the late 1970s, found that adolescents were
responsible for more than 30% of all rapes.

Ageton (1983)

suggested that less conservative estimates of adolescent
sexual of fending range fr om 1% to 10% of the general
population of adolescent males .

Surveys and arrest

statis tics such as these typically do not include those
adolescents

~ho

offend and are not arrested , noncontact o r

"hands -o ff" offenses such as voyeurism and exhibiti o nism,
and rarely reported date rape.
Ni c holas A. Groth (1977) conducted one of the first
studies attempting to describe the adolescent sex offender
and his "prey."

In his Massachusetts Aample of convicted

adolescent rapists and violent child molesters, Groth
found that t he general profile of the adolescent o ffender
is of a male about 16 years of age,
intelligence,

~ho

~hite,

of average

generally carries out his crime alone .

Th e Victim of the
Adolescent sex Offender
According to Groth (19771, the victim is typically a
~h ite

female, about a year younger than he, and it is

equally likely that the victim and perpetrator
ot h er, at l e ast casually.
Deisher et al.
ho~ever,

kno~

each

Davis and Leitenberg (1987) and

(19821 , generally agree

~ith

Groth (19771;

they also report that males are victims in up to

20% of the of fenses and that th e victim's age can range fro m
young toddler to adult.
Generally, the victim

kno~s

his or her offender.

Groth

(1977) reports that from 5 to 10% o f the victims are related
to the perpetrator, approximately 17% are friends,
are acquaintances and up to 60% a re strangers.

up to 30%

More recent

studies cite findings that relatives are victims in as many
as 40% of the offenses,

friends and acquaintances as o ften
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as 51% , and strange rs as little as 17% o f the time (Davis &
Leitenberg, 1987; Deisher et al., 1982).
Context and Contributing Fa ctors
in Adolescent Sexual Offending
The crime is generally co mmitted indoors, most
frequently in the victim's h o me, a nd a weapon is used in
o nly about one third of the cases.

In addition, alcohol

and/or drugs are rarely fa ctors in the commission o f the
o ffense

(Groth, 1977; Age ton, 1983).

Davis and Leitenberg

(1987) report that use of a weap on in the offense is rare
whe n the victim is significantly younger than the
perpetrator; however, weapon s become more common in offenses
involving peer age or older victims, with knives being the
most common instrument.

Various levels of co erci o n are

co mm o n in many o ffen ses that do not inv o lve the use o f a
weap on .
o ffense s ,

Physical force may be used in up to 35% o f the
verbal threat in up to 63% , and intimidation or

bribery in up to 57% of the offenses (Dav is & Leitenberg,
1987; Deish er et al., 1982; Fehrenbach et al . , 1986;
Groth, 1977) Finally, and perhaps most disturbingly, th e
adolescent is likely to have a hist o ry o f previ o us offenses
in almost 75% of the instances (Davis & Leitenberg, 1987).
Inappropriate sexual acting-out is often not the o nly
difficulty these ad o lescents are experienci ng.

They are

often c haracterized as having low self-esteem (Davis &
Leitenberg, 1987; Deisher et al., 1982), unstable o r po o r
family environment (Davis & Leitenbe rg, 1987; Fehrenbach

11
et al., 1986), difficulties
behavior

~ith

nonsexual delinquent

( Fehrenbach et al., 1986; Shoor, Speed, & Bartelt,

1966), been victims themselves of sexual and/or other
physical abuse (Davis & Leitenberg, 1987; Longo , 1982) and
a

lack of appropriate social skil ls and/or social competence

(C o hen et al., 1969; Davis & Leitenberg, 1987; Deisher et
al ., 1982; Fehrenbach et al., 1986; Groth, 1977; Quinsey,
1977; Shoor et al., 1966).
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI )
personality characteristics, based on MMPI re se ar ch data,
have been described for both adult (Levin & Stava, 1987, a
revie~

of the research) and adolescent (Smith, Mona stersky ,

& Deisher, 1987) sex offe nder s.

H o ~ever,

~hile

findings for adult offenders indicate that men

tentative
~ho

engage in

rape or child molestation are often guilt-ridden individuals
~h o

typically inhibit aggression (Levin & stava, 1987),

early personality descriptions for adolescent offenders are
le s s clear.

Smith et al.

ad o lescent of fenders

~h o

(1987)

f o und,

in a study of 262

had co mmi tted documented offenses ,

that juvenile sex offenders are a relat ive ly heterogeneous
group

~ith

a

~ide

of adaptation.

variety of personality traits and levels

These finding s may be partially due to the

fact that subjects in this study
(less than 1%

~ere

~ere

gene rally less violent

incarcerated at the time of the

evaluation) and, hence, not entirely representative of the
adolescent sex o ff ender population.
findings do not support a

Finally, although these

•typical" adolescent perpetrator

12
profile, many dysfunctional patterns are exhibited, such as
social immaturity and isolation from peers, impulsivity, and
o vertly emotional disturbance.
Table 1 co mpiles the available data describing the
typology of adolescent sex of fen ses, while Table 2 describes
victim typology.

Tables 3 and 4 describe the dem ographic

and pe rs onal/social characteristics of adolescent sex
o ffenders, and their pr o portions as represented in the
lite rature.
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Table 1
Research and Survey supported Typ ology o f Adoles cent Sex
Offenses

Percent
Cha racteristic

Child

Peer/"adult

Source/Study

Type of Offense:
Exhibitionis m

10-38\

11-38\

2 ' 3' 4

Obscene phone
7\

call

2-7\

Voyeurism

0-7%

7-11\

63-80\

48-82\

2' 3 ' 4

6 - 11\

6-11\

2' 4' 5

Intimidation

28-63\

17-57\

1, 2 ' 3' 4

Weap on/ force

4-36%

4-60%

1' 2 ' 3' 4

Non coe rcive

7 -5 7%

4-40%

1' 7. ' 3 ' 4

2' 3
3' 4

Physical "hands

on " contact
Drugs/alcohol
during offense
Coercive Tatics:

Note.

(1) Ageton, 1983;

Deisher et al., 1982;
Groth, 1977.

(2) Davis and Leitenberg, 1987;

( 4) Fehrenba c h et al., 1986;

( 5)

(3)
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Table 2
Research and Survey Supported Typology for Victims of
Adolescent Sex Offendses

Percent
characteristic

Child

Peer/Adult

source/Study

Victim 's Sex:
Female

69-89%

80-89%

11 214

Hal e

11-31%

9-18%

11 21 4

Relatives

33-75%

3-33%

11 31 4

Fr iend

26-52%

16%

11 31 4

Not related

9-25%

Relationship
to Victim:

Note.
1982;

45-67%

( 1) Davis and Leltenberg 1 1987;
( 3) Fehrenbach et al., 1 986;

11 31 4

( 2) Deisher et al.,

( 4) Groth, 197 7.
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Table 3
Demographics Characteristics of the Adolescent Sex Offender

Characteristic

Source/Study

Per centa ge

Mean IQ:
Slg. belo1J 100
Average
Sig. above 100

Peer/y o unger victim

*

5

Older victim/no sig dif.

2' 5, 7

None

SES Level:
2-3\

High

7

Middle/1Jorking

68-72\

1,7

Lo1J

30-35\

1' 7

Criminal Offense
History:
Nonsexual

44-63\

2' 4' 7

Sexua 1

50-74%

2, 4' 5

35-75\

2 ' 3' 4' 6

up to 80%

2' 3' 4' 7

Physical/sexual
abuse victim
Intrafamilial
difficulties
Note.

*No proportional figures for this data.

1983;

(2) Davis and Leitenberg, 1987;

1982;

(4) Fehrenbach et al., 1986;

Longo,

1982;

(7) Shoor et al.,

(1) Ageton,

(3) Deisher et al.,

(5) Groth, 1977;

1966.

(6)
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Table 4
Personality and Social Characteristics of the Adolescent Sex
Offender

Characteristic

Percentage

source/St_llj_y

Persona 1 i ty
Typolog y:
32-79%

Loner
Low :::elf-esteem
Poor academics

no

'l;

4' 5, 6

glven

2' 3' 4

32-78%

2' 4' 5, 6

31-99%

1, 3' 4' 5,

Social skills
deficit

6,7
Note.

*

No proportional figures for this data.

et al., 1969;

(2) Davis and Leitenberg, 1987;

et al., 1982;

(4) Fehrenbach et al., 1986;

(6) Shoor et al., 1966;

(1) Cohen

(3) Deisher

(5) Groth,

(7) Smith et al., 1987.

1977;
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Development of the Ad olescent
Sex Offender
Ad olescence !s a period o f transition, a time of change
fr om one phase of life to another, a pe ri od of emotional,
intellectual , and physical
adult roles

gro~th

preparatory to assuming

(Kimmel & Weiner, 1985) .

The adolescent years

o f development are becoming increasingly recognized as
c r i tical and perhaps as important as infancy in determining
~hat

happens in later life.

Coleman (1980) notes:

Fo r many years it has been ~idely believed that ~hat
happens in infancy represents the foundation stone for
later personality development, and that many of the
effects of the experiences of these early years are
Irreversible.
H o~ever,
It !s Increasingly recognized
that experiences during other critical phases of
development, especially during adolescence, have an
equally Important bearing on what happens in later
life.
This realization, that adjustment in adolescence
has critical implications for adult development, as
well as for the health of society in general, has led
to a ne~ surge of interest in the adolescent years.
( p . 1)
Because adolescence, by definition,

is a developmental

and transitional period, a time of change and growth,
be a di s tinctly advantageous period in

~hich

it may

to intervene in

maladaptive behaviors , such as sexual of fending,

to reduce

the likelihood of a contin uati on of the problem into
adulthood.

In addition, much of what occurs during the

ad o lescent period appears to set the stage for later adult
adjustment .

Kimmel & Weiner (1985) have stated that:

. people remain basically the same in how they
think, handle interpersonal relationships, and are
perceived by others.
For better or ~orse, adults tend
to display many of the same general personality
c haracteristics and the same relative level of
adjustment they did as adolescents. (p. 449)
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The authors go on to note that :
Those [adol escents] wh o ~distu rbed are likely to
be disturbed and remain disturbed unless [itali c s
added] they receive adequate treatment . Furthermore,
the seve rity of psychopathology in adolescents who
receive treat men t is consistently found to predict
their l evel o f adjustment as adu l ts. (p. 451)
Symonds and Jensen (1961) , i n a study investigating the
de vel o pment of the individual fr om adolescence t o adulth o od,
als o note that gene r al pers onality c haracteristics , such as
a gg res sio n, if seen in the ad o lescent te nd to be s imilarly
see n in the adult .
The implications from the above authors can be
frightening when one consider s them in light of adolescent
s exua l offe nders. Th ey s upp ort descriptions of adult sex
o ffenders as individuals wh o developed their maladaptive
behavior as adolescents and carried it with them into
adul t hood.
Kn opp ( 1982), in examining s e veral studies on the life
hi s t o ry data of sexual offenders , c ites evidence that not
only can offendi ng behavior in the adoles c ent h e carried
over to adulthood , but also " that many recidivists manifest
a pattern of escalation" (p. 17).

Examples include

exhibitionists and peepers coming back as rapists and teens
referred for "hands- off" offenses , such as obscene phone
c alls, later committing " hand s - o n" o ffenses.
It appea rs, then, that the earlier the intervention the
mo re valuable the results for both the pub lic and offender .
As Knopp (1982) notes, "Fr om the perspective of community
s ~ f ety,

the value of early intervention by skilled treatment
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providers into sexually abusive adolescent behavior seems
indisputable " (p. 26).

Early successful intervention can

prevent detrimental psychological effects related to
long-term maladaptive behavior such as sexual offending, in
addition to the increasing possibility of years of
incarceration if arrested for this behavior as an adult.
Finally , since intervention in the adolescent is associated
with a lower recidivism rate than with adult offenders
(Davis & Leitenberg, 1987) treatment may be more successful
while the offender is in the adolescent period of
development.
Social Skills Deficit and the
Sexual Offender
Numerous descriptions of adult and adolescent sex
offenders have been published that characte rize these
individuals as exhibiting a notable deficit in social
competence, specifically social skills.

Unfortunately ,

these studies typically are based upon anecdotal evidence or
case studies.

A review o f the literature has revealed

little empirical support for such a characterization.
and Leitenbe rg (1987) report that ,

Davi s

indeed, no studies have

yet been conducted that compare adolescent sex offenders
with nonoffenders acr oss a battery of measures for social
skills .
Cohen et al.

(1969) conducted a study to investigate

the use of a broad medic olegal descriptor (sex offenders as
deficient in social skills) as a parameter in research,
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hy po the s izing that it is clinically and methodol o gically
unsound.

Sixty-five inpatient sex offenders vere classif i ed

on the basis of their offense:

Of the rapists, 10 vere

cl as sified as rapist - displaced aggression ,
c o mpensatory,

rapist-sex aggression defusion, and 9

ra p ist - impulse.
c h i ldren,

4 vere rapist -

Of the 38 committed

fo~

sexual acts against

23 vere cla s sifi e d a s pedophile-fixated, 8

v e re p ed o phile-regressed, and 7 vere pedophile-aggressive.
Cohen and his colleagues hypo t hesized that so c ial skills
def ic it

Is n o t appropriate as a general chararter l zation

and I s dependent upon several key factors.
Cohen et al,

(1969) s pecifically predicted that because

the rapist-displaced-aggression type and the pedophileregressed had demonstrated higher levels of social
ad a ptati o n and since the sexual offenses appeared reactive
(a nd vere experienced by the patient as dystonic),

it vas

ex p e c ted that they vould dem o n s trate the highest level of
s o cial s kills among the sex offender gr o up.
bec au se the pedophile-fixated type,

S i milarly,

the ped o phile-aggressive

type, and the rapi st-impulse type appear to be fixated at
early levels of object relationships and the sexual offenses
typically represent characteristic vays of dealing vith the
soc ial v o rld

(hence, probably experienced as s ynt o ni c ),

f o l lo wed that they wo uld dem o nstrate the fewest s o cial
s k i lls and least social c o mpetence.
A so ciometeric questionnaire vas completed by the
s ubje c t s and then analyzed.

The findings generally

it
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supported the hypotheses:
The rapist-displaced - aggres s i on group is clearly
functioning at the highest l eve l o f social
e ffectiveness as compared vi th all ot her sexual
o ffenders.
And, al so in accord vith the fir st
prediction, the ped op hil e-regress ed group f o ll ovs
c l ose ly behind on all soc i omete ric scales. With
respect to the second prediction , the pedophile aggressive gr oup cons i stently s hovs ineffect ive social
function ing as expected , but the findings for the
rap i st-i mpulse group and the pedophile-fixated group
are more equivocal. (p. /.'j 4 )
The rapist-impulse and pedophile groups dem onstrated
some what more social ad aptabil ity then expected.

One

possibility f or these finding s may be that in these groups a
la c k of app ropriate social s k il ls in the individuals'
behavioral repertoire is les s a problem than the co mpet ence
to acc e ss and utilize the s kills available .

A second

poss ibility is that the c l ose d socia l soc iety of the
inpatient treatment unit and the fact that the patients ha d
been toget her for fr om 6 months to 5 years sugge s ts that
subjects developed a socially distinct and "s afe"
subcu lture, vhich tended t o artificially inflate
sociometeric scores.
Sega l and Marshall (1985) conducted a similar study to
co mpare the socia l skill s o f in ca rce ra ted sex offenders
(rapists and child molesters) vith non-sex-offender inmate s
and nonincarcerated males o f l ov and high socioe cono mi c
status.

Hence, five distinct groups vere formed, each

containing 20 subjects.

A variety o f mea s ures vere empl o yed

t o aid in the assessment of heter os exual social skills:
behavi o ral assessment, cogn itive assessment que s ti onnai re s ,
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and self-reports.

The multidimensional approach to

measuring the heterosexual skills provided effective
protection from confounding variables.
The researchers analyzed their data and found that, as
a group, the inmates generally rated themselves and were
seen as less assertive, more anxious, and less skilled in
heterosocial interactions.

Of these, the child molesters

presented a clearer profile of heterosocial skills
inadequacy than did the rapists.

In fact, the child

molesters were usually the lowest scoring group on all
behavioral and cognitive measures of social skills,
including self-reports where they rated themselves as less
skilled and more anxious during a typical heterosocial
interaction and poorer in situations involving positive
assertion or accepting praise.

Rapists, on the other hand,

were seen as more similar to other low socioeconomic males
in the study.
Some possible alternative explanations for the findings
concerning the child molesters could be the low social
status of these inmates in the prison system.

Further, in

the case of the rapist group, it is difficult to generalize
to what extent the apparent presence of appropriate social
skills will be manifested in a less controlled (less
safe) environment.

social competence may again be the

problem, especially when the rapist is involved in social
interaction that is more difficult to control by appropriate
social means.

Regardless of the explanation, both studies
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appear generally consistent with descriptions of child
molesters who display inadequate social skills, while the
fin dings for the rapist samples may be more equivocal.
Unfortunate ly, due to the dearth of research on socia l
skills a nd the adolescent offender, mu c h of this r evie w ha s
had to co nsider the adult of fender .
to

~hich

Admittedly,

the extent

the data be generalized or extended to describe the

ad ol escent offender is some wh at limited.
c o n s idering developmental

HowevP.r,

implications noted in earlier

sections and correlations between adolescent and adult
social skills deficits, some assumptions may be tentatively
inf erred: mainly,

that

It is reasonable to suspect that the

c hara cterist ics and patterns described,

if lef t

untreated,

continue to be associated with offe nding behavior from a
period beginning in chi ldh ood or adolescence and
continuing into adulthood .
ASSET: Ad olescen t Social Skills
Effectiveness Training
As mentioned earlier ,

social ski ll s training in

adolescents has been approached from a variety of
perspectives,

from individualized p r ogra ms

incorporated as a

part of an overall therapy program to the utilization of
predeveloped programs with groups of individuals.
program (Hazel et al . , 1981)

The ASSET

is a group social skills

trai n ing program that incorporates a

rationale for

learning

each of eight specific skills, modeling of those skills,
and b e h dvio ral rehearsal as part of an overall program to
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increase social competence.

Hazel et al (1981) reports that

this program vas specifically developed for and targeted
at juvenile delinquents and ha s been found parti cula rly
useful for " teenagers in se riou s trouble in the home, school
and community .

[and those labeled as having]

disciplinary problems.
( p.

. disruptive or as troublemakers"

5).

Hazel et al. 's ASSET program (1981) targets very
general social skills that have been broken dovn into eight
measurable

behavioral components.

These social skills and

their definitions include:
1.

Giving positive feedback conta ins many of the basic

compo nents of other social skills ; hence, it is taught
first.

This skill teaches the adolescent hov to give thanks

and compliment another .

The use of this skill pr ovides

immediate reinforcement since the co mplimented person is
more likely to treat the person giving the feedback
positively and seek out his or her company.
2.

Giving negative feedback teaches the adolescent to

give negative feedback in an appropriate, nonthreatening
manner.

This skill is taught early in the program because

group members are required to give each othe r corrective
feedback throughout the group sessions.

Giving negative

feedback inc ludes expressing one's ovn perception of a
sit uation, asking for the other person's perception, and
suggesting cha nges.

When implemented cor rectly, the other

person is more likely to change.
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3.

Accepting negative feedback teaches s kills enabling

the adolescent to listen to criticism without getting angry .
Thi s skill helps the adolescent to fulfill the r o le of
r ec eiver

in the negative feedba c k exchange.

Teens who

demonstrate that they can ac c ept negative feedback without
get t ing angry o r walking away are more likely to present a
mature image to adults and increase the likelihood that they
wi ll be listened to in the future.
4.

Resisting peer pressure teaches adolescents to say

no to peers in situations in which they do not want to
engage in delinquent behavior but feel pressured to by
friends.

Several simple steps are taught to assist the teen

to say no by giving appropriate reasons not to engage in
an activity and suggesting possible alternatives.
5.

Problem solving teaches a practical method to

find solutions to difficul t ie s vi3 brainstorming possible
solutions, evaluate the probable outcomes from each
pos s ibility,

find the desirable results, and choose the

s o lution with those results.
6.

Negotiation is a

joint problem-solving skill

involving at least two people .

This skill enables

adolescents to solve interpersonal conflicts in calm,
appropriate ways without resorting to aggres s ive behavior.
7.

Following instructions teaches the adolescent to

acknowledge and follow instructions.

Ability to understand

and accurately follow instructions decreases the likelihood
of conflict with authority figures.
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8.

Conversation teaches skills that enable adolescents

to introduce themselves,

and ask questions.

start and maintain a conversation,

Being able to converse more comfortably

and proficiently can make adolescents more comfortable in
social situations.
The ASSET p r ogram is designed to be presented over nine
1 1/ 2 to 2-hour ses sio ns, generally one session a week (one
week for each skill and a comprehensive review).

Each skill

is presente d by a group leader with the aid of a videotaped
role-play explanation and model .
The ASSET social skills are presented in a comprehensive ,
four-part format.

Descriptio n is the process of defining

terms, describing the skill , and outlining when and why it
is used. Modeling occurs when the group participants obse rv e
scenarios of the skills modeled on videotape , with both good
and poor models provided.

After each scenar i o , the

performances are critiqued by the group and use o f the
particular skill evaluated as to what areas cou ld be
improved.

The group leader may provide opportunity for

further modeling.

Behavioral re hearsal is accomplish ed with

predesigned skill sheets that describe a scenario to whi c h
the group members respond.

The rehearsal is performed

in front o f Lhe whole group to allow feedback on the
performance by the group.

Again, the leader may provide

additional opportunity for behavioral rehearsal if
necessary.

Finally, application procedures consists of vhat

is called the "h ome note ," a technique requiring the
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adolescent to practice the skills learned in t h e home
environment.

The home n o te includes a message to the parent

expl ai n ing the s kill to be practiced, as well a s space for
evaluation of the performance.
ASSE T Training in
Parent - Adol esc ent Dyad s
Re ce ntly No ble (19 88 ) and Mills ( 1988 ) invest ig ated the
value of using the ASSET program to enhance parentadolescent interpersonal relati ons hips .

I n these s tudies,

both the adolescents and their parents were trained in the
ASSET sk ills; the parent s were trained in skills designed to
r eci procate o f those taught their adolesce nt s children .
In this pilot study, the researchers hyp othesized that
AS SET trai ning would result in significant gains in th e
performance o f

(a) th e spe c ific ASSET training skills (i.e .,

giving posit i ve f ee dba ck , giving negative feedback,
accepting negative feedba ck , resisting peer pres su r e ,
proble m so lving, negotiation,
conve r satio n),

f ol l o wing instructions, and

(b) interpers o nal communications (within the

pa r e nt -ado lescent dyad), and (c) resolution of interp e r so nal
pr o blems (within the parent - adolescent dyad).
found s u p p o rt for hypothe s i s

Th e stud y

(a); both mother and fathe r

exhibited significant gains o n all indicated skills and
adolescents exhibited gains o n 7 o f the 8,
instruc tions being the only exception.
hypotheses

following

However, f o r

(b) and (c) there were no significant increases

in se lf - reports impro ve ment f o r eit her the experim ental o r
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c o ntr o l group adolescents.

On th e other hand, there

~ere

significant increases for the treatment g r oup parents.

As

Noble (1988) and Mi lls (1988) o bserve, this may suggest that
th e parents

~ er e

better able to use the social skills gained

to i mpr ove t heir perceptions of interpe rsonal co mmun ications
and proble m-s olving skills

~ith

their adolescents.

Perhaps

this increase is due to a greater level of parental
maturity.
su bjects

Or it could be that since participation of the
~as

Initiated by the parents, there may have been

res is tance of effects because the adolescents felt that they
had been coerced into participation.

Finally, Nobel (1988)

and Mills (1988) note that the adolescents may require a
g reater period of time to internalize the skills and, hence,
a delayed " s l eeper " effect may have been realized .
Although this study is not going t o apply the
r ec iprocal skills that parents learned in the above
research, the parent-adolescent dyad compari s ons of s elfreported and actual behavioral c hange

~ill

be made.

This is

an imp o rtant requirement of research that attempts behavior
c hange because self-reported behavioral change is not
associated

~ith

actual behavi oral change.

al~ays
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METHODOLOGY
Populat i on
The population targeted f or this study is adolescent
males wh o have been engaging in deviant (illegal and/or
inapprop ri a te) sexual behavior with co nsenting and /or
nonconsenting, age appropriat e and /o r ag e inappropriate
ma les and /o r females.

Thi s population i ncludes adolescent

o ffenders fr o m age 12 up to and including 19 years of
age .

Individuals in this population ne e d not be diagnosed

as having a DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric As sociation,
19 8 7) paraphilia (e.g . , pedophilia, exhibitionism ,
v oyeu rism,

Erotteurism, sexual masochism) since diagnoses

are typically not made if the individual is under 16 years
of age .

Finally, since the s ubje cts in this study are also

engaged in individual and/or group therapy related to their
sexual off ense , the generalized population

also encompasses

only th ose individuals who are similarly involved in
individual a nd/or group therapy sessions.
Sample
The sample groups for the study consisted of adolescent
males referred to Intermountain Sexual Abuse and Treatment
Cente r o f Utah (ISAT),
o ffenses.

Salt Lake City, Utah, for sexual

The subjects consisted of both utah Divi s ion o f

Family Services referrals and private referrals.

Most, if

not all of the subjects, were court-ordered to attend
var ious ISAT treatment programs.
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Th ose individuals wh o parti c ipated in the research were
selected on a volunteer basis .

Lette r s explaining the study

were sent to the adolescents and parents o r legal guardians
of t he adolescent offenders.

Ea c h letter contai ned a

d esc ription of t he study, why lt was being undertaken, and
its imp o rtance, including the po tential va l ue to the
adolescen t offenders wh o participated in the study.

Only

th ose parents and adole sce nt of fenders who expressed a
willingness to participate in the full 9-week program,
including a pre- and posttesting session, were selected.
Th e therapist treating the offenders , at their discretion,
h~d

the option to

restrict participation in the study;

h owever , none did so .
Those offenders and their parents who a g r eed to
part i c ipate In the study then had the ASS ET sessions written
into t heir treatment plan.

At this point, they were

require d t o fulfill the requirements o f the study as s et
forth in a contract signed by the adolescent, parents, and
therapist.
The sample group was not demographically rep r esentative
o n the basis of race or religious affiliation outside the
state of Utah .

It was expected that the particularities of

t he Utah population would result in the sample being
disproportionately white and religiously ass oc iated with The
Churc h of Jesus Christ o f Latter-day Saints (Mormons) .
Ap p r oval was granted by Dr. Carlos Roby , Ph.D .
( Ex ec utive Directo r, ISAT), to carry out the study with
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agency clients.

Final written approval was conditional

upon acceptance by the utah state University's Institutional
Review Board and review with acceptance by ISAT's executive
director and the director of the adolescent treatment
program.

All criteria were met by t h e scheduled time to

begin the study .
Appr oxi mately 40 subjects (nearly all the adolescents
in the program) participated in the study.

Existing

adolescent groups were assigned as either experimental
or control.

For the reasons noted below,

individual

subjects were not randomly assigned into newly formed
experimental or control groups.
Experimental Group
Experimental group subjects were scheduled to
participate in a series of nine 1 1/2-hour sessions for 9
consecutive weeks.

Each session was offe red once per week

during the regular group time.

The day and time of the

sessions was consistent from week to week.

For inclusion

into the experimental group and for data analysis purposes,
three specific criteria had to be met:
completed all pretest material s

(1) each subject

(for the specific

experimental group in which it was required),

(2) each

subject co mpleted all posttest materials (both experimental
groups), and (3) each subject participated in a minimum of
6 of the 9 sessions .
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Control Group
A nontreatment control group was employed for
comparison with the experimental group to determine
treatment effect.

This group was expected to be

approximately equal in size to the experimental group.

If

analysis of the research results supported the previ ous ly
indicate~

hypothesis , the control group was offered the

o pportunity to attend the ASSET program without pre- and

posttestlng.

criteria for inclusion in the control group

and for data analysis purposes included (1) completion of
all pretest materials (for the specific control group in
which it was required) and (2) completion of all posttest
materials (both control groups).
Pretests
Pretesting took place during regular group meetings 1
week prior to the scheduled beginning of the social skills
training program for all experimental and control group
participants.

Competence for the speci fic social skills was

assessed utilizing the ASSET skills test and training
chec klist.

The Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist (self-

report form), and the Parent - Adolescent Relationship
Inventory (PARI) were also administered.

A snack and short

break were allowed during this long testing period.
Appro xima tely 10 days prior to the beginning of the
training program, all parents were mailed a packet
containing the pretest training checklist for the ASSET
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program ,

the respective par e nt or ad o les ce nt form of the

Parent-Adolescent Relationship Inventory ( PARI), and the
Achen ba c h Child Behavi o r Che ck list (parent form).

A f o llow-

up lette r and phone calls were made to encourage parents to
ret u rn the test packets in the self - addressed, stamped
envel o pe pr ov ided within 2 weeks .

All parent reports

uti lized in the study were o btained within 30 days o f th e
origi nal mailing.
Training
The training sessions followed the format outlined by
Hazel et a l.

(1981)

in the ASSET manual.

All eight of the

social skills were taught at the rate of one skill each week
f or

8 weeks plus a review at week 9.

The weekly order of

presentation was (1) giving p os itive feedback,
negative feedback,

(3 ) accepting negative feedback,

resi sti ng peer pressure,
negotiation ,
and (9)

(7)

(2) giving

(5) problem solving,

f ollowing in s tructi o n s ,

final review.

(4)

(6)

(8) conversation,

Homew ork assignments , designed t o

provide participants with additional practice in t h e home
environment,

followed the first eight s kill sessio n s.

It

wa s anticipated that the additional tr a ining wo uld assist
the newly acquired skills to be internalized and
generalized.
Posttests
During the regul ar group session that followed 1 week
after the end o f ASSET training, participants in the st udy
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were again tested using the same pretest instruments and
format described in the pretest section above.

Parents

were mailed posttcst packets approximately 3 days prior
to the end of the social skills training program.

Again,

parents were encouraged to return the material promptly
t hrough follow-up letters and phone calls.

All of the

parent-reports used in the study were rece ived within 45
days of the original mailing.
Instrumentation
Estimates of reliability and validity of the ASSET
p retest or posttest instruments a re generally not available
from the early studies with delinquents and learning
disabled populations.

However, the little work that has

been done indicates that the ASSET program was capable of
Improving the subjects' scores for the targeted social
sk ills and th at inter-rater reliability can be established
between trained raters (Adams et al., 1988).
The Parent-Adolescent Relationship Invent ory (PARI),
(Robin , Koepke, & Mayor, 1984) has had Internal consistency
validated althoug h it has not been in use long enough to
establish predictive validity.

Nobe l (1988) and Mill s

(1988) using the PARI as an adjunct Lo the ASSET pre- and
posttests, report estimates of Internal consist ency derived
from the Communication and Problem Solving subscales ranging
fr om . 76 to . 99 (C ronba ch alpha ) , all significant beyond p
< .001.

The Achenbach Child Behavi or Checklist (CBCL) was
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designed to address child behavi o r al probl ems empirically
(Ach enbach & Edelbrock, 1987a).

Mit chell ( 198 5) notes that

the CBCL is o n e o t the best c h ecklists cu rrently a vai lable.
The parent report f o rm ( Ache nba ch & Edelbrock, 1987b ) has 5scale sco re s with stability ove r

3 months reported at .8 4

tor behavio r problems and .9 7 for soc ial competencies .
Test-retest r elia bilit y reported at . 89 tor mother s.

The

youth self -report is designed to obtain self-ratings on most
of the CBCL soci al competencies and behavior problems.

Th e

autho rs report good stability f o r thes e rat i ngs ove r a 6mont h pe ri od ( Mitchell, 1985).
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DESIGN
The research de sign utilized in this study

~a s

the

Pretest-Pos ttest Contr ol Group Design.

Campbell and Sta nl ey

(1963) reported that this design

for dire c t

allo~s

compa ris o n and analys is of pre- and posttest res ults
the experimen tal and cont r ol groups

~hile

bet ~e e n

at the sa me time

controll ing for all maj o r sources o f inte rnal invalidity
(eg., effects o f history , maturation, testing ,
instrumentatio n, regression, selection , mo rtality, and
interaction of selection and maturation).

Ho~ever,

because bot h the experime nt al and co ntrol groups are
pretested, so urces of external validity (i.e ., the reactive
or interactive effects of testing) canno t be accounted for.
Since this

~as

a pilot study, such a compromise

~as

deemed

acceptable .
The experi mental design
Number o f Subjects

~ as

as

Pretest

Exp.

18

X

ctr .

18

X

follo~s:

Treatment

Pos ttest

X

X

X

X indicates that the group su bje c t s participated in this
procedu re.
The number o f participants expected t o participate in
the study

~a s

40 .

H o ~ eve r,

due to a numbe r of the control

group subjects terminating from treatment for variou s
reaso ns (co mpleting their program goals o r being
incarcerated , for example) only 10 participants fr om the
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control group met inclusion requirements.

This unfortunate

occurrence was due to the failure to incorporate a provision
into their treatment contract stipulating that Lhey remain
in the ISAT adolescent offender program until completion of
the study.

Only two of the experimental group members

failed to meet i nclusion criteria because they were required
to remain in treatment until the conclusion of the ASSET
study.
A similar problem occurred with the parent reports.
Fo r

the experimental group,

only 11 parents met the

requirements for inclusion in the analysis.

F urthermore ,

only 5 c ontrol group parents met the requ i rements , too few
to warrant analysis.
Analysts
After all testing had been completed and scored ,

the

data was entered on hard-copy forms that organized the data
a cc ording to sample group, pretest scores ,
and several demographic variables .

posttest scores,

Data specific to

the research hypotheses were then entered into the computer
program: Number Cruncher Statistical System (NCSS) version
5.1 (Hintze, 1987).
Specific tests of significance were designed to address
the hypotheses being exdmined ,

including selected t - tests

c o mparisons between pretests, posttests, and pretest to
p osttest scores.

NCSS automatically provides an F-ratto to

test the assumption that the population variances for the
samples being compared are equal

(ho moscedasttcttyl.
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Equality o f variances

~as

probability level

less than .1.

~as

reje cte d if the F-rati o
This is a conservative

value that limits the possibility o f type II e rr or , that is ,
a ccepting equality of variance wh en they are actually not
eq ual.

After homosceda stlc ity

~as

determined, the

appropriate t-values (u s ing a two - tailed test) and
proba bility levels wer e obtained.
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RESULTS
Considerations for
Rand om Assignment
The ISAT groups utilized in this study
therapy groups

~hich,

~ere

preexisting

for ethical and research concerns,

co uld no t be disrupted and then randomly reassigned into
specific c o ntr o l and experimental groups.

Moral and ethical

considerations precluded gathering all the subjects together
and then randomly reassigning them
~ould

intone~

groups.

This

seriously disrupt an existing--and extremely

imp o rtant--therapeutic process for all subjects involved .
Further, since the control subjects

~ere

to remain in a

conventi o nal group therapy program, reassignment would
likely place this group at a comparative disadvantage
be c ause traditional group processes

~ould

be dramatically,

if t e mp o rarily, mitigated .

Maintaining the existing

therapeutic structure

not create this undue advantage

~auld

for the experimental group

~hile,

it facilitated a smoother

tran s iti o n to the adolescents' regular treatment routines
after the training

~as

completed.

Although there

~as

no identifiable or reported formula

that ISAT staff utilized to place adolescent offenders into
their respective therapy groups for the reasons reported
above , the selection processes utilized necessarily vi o lated
important properties o ( statistical randomness.

To help

assess the effects of this statistical compromise, pretest
co mparis ons

~ere

carried out to assess group differences
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prio r to implementation of the ASSET program .
Pretest comparisons:
equivalence.

Experimental ve rsus control group

The use of a nonrandom design, ethically

necessary for maintaining the existing therapeutic group
s tructure, necessitated implementation of pretest
com pari so ns designed to determine the degree of group
equiva lence prio r to beginning the ASSET program.
experimental and control groups

~ere

If

found to differ

Blgn iflcantly on preteBt sco reB for the varlou5 mea5ure5
utilized in the study, then pretreatment equivalence of the
groups might be in question.

Such a finding might suggest

that pretest-posttest co mpari sons

~ould

be a more valid

assessment of treatment effects than experimental versus
control group posttest analysis, at least for those areas
~her e

initial equivalence could not be established.
T-test co mparisons, outlined in Table 5, summarize

these findings.
~e re

Nonsignifi c ant differences

bet~een

groups

observed for the ASSET skills giving positive feedback,

giving negative feedback, accepting ne g ative feedback,
resisting peer pressure, problem solving, and conversation.
H o ~ever,

the control group tested as significantly less

adept for the skills negotiation and
~hen

follo~ing

instructions

compared to the experimental group.
Concerning the PARI, the differences

app roache significance,

~ith

more effective communication.

bet~een

group means

the control group reporting
The problem-solving scale is
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Table 5
Mean Com12arisons

Bet~Jeen

Ex12erimental and Control Grou12s on

Pretests (Adolescent sam12le)
Experimental

Control

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Giving + Feedback

58.8

10 . 9

56.0

4 1

Giving - Feedback

31. 2

8.2

27.3

6 8

Accept - Feedback

52 3

7.6

49.0

6.7

.26

Resisti ng Peer Pres

45.2

7.9

41.3

6 3

.20

Problem Solving

39.0

5.7

35. 1

6.0

.10

Negotiation

4 7 .5

6.7

42.9

4 3

Fo llo1Jing Inst

60.3

6.0

5 4. 0

7.0

Conversation

47.6

8.9

46 3

5.8

Communication

30.9

8.0

37.7

8 8

.05

Pr oble m Solving

21.4

10 .7

22.3

8.7

. 83

Externalization

20.3

9.0

17.1

14.7

.54

Internalization

23 5

14.3

19.9

15.7

.55

Activities

5. 2

3.3

5.2

2 3

.99

Socia l

4 3

2.8

6.0

2 3

.13

13.2

10.0

11.6

9.1

.69

Variable

prob.

ASSET

0

0

0

0

0

0

.34
0

0

21

04

.02
0

69

PARI
0

CBCL

Unpopularity

0

0

0

0
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statistically equivalent.
The CBCL (adolescent form) subscales are statistically
equivalent for those scales utilized in this study , namely ,
externalization ,

internalization, activities, social, and

unpopular.
In general,

interactive observational measures (ASSET

skills tests) tend to suggest that the control group was
somewhat less socially skilled than the experimental group.
Ho wever, the PARI

(adolescent self-report form) suggests

that these adolescents perceive the communication aspects
with their parents to be somewhat better than their
experimental counterpart.

As the contro l group was aware

that they would not immediately participate in the ASSET
program, the researcher suggests that the elevated PARI
scores might in part be due to a defensive response
co n c erning perceived need for the program.

similarity

o f CB CL and ASSET scores across the groups provide some
support for this hypothesis.

The CBCL self-report form is a

broader instrument than the PARI and, hence, the score is
subject to less inflated scores on items associated with the
parent-adolescent relationship (only three items contain
content that directly relates to the adolescents ' homes) .
Further, the ASSET skills tests directly assess specific
behaviors and cannot be faked by subjects in order to
present themselves in a positive light.

In summary,

although some differences existed between the gro up s for
spe c ific scales, pretest comparisons suggest that overall
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the experimental and control groups exhibited relatively
similar levels of social skill as measured by the
inst ruments.
Pretest Ve rsus Posttest
Comparisons
Examination of the findings

fro~

the data analysis

summarized in Table 6 indicate that the experimental group
was able to acquire the ASSET skill behaviors at a level far
greater than expected by chance (p.

. 05 ) .

Compa rat i ve

analysis of the control group results reveal no significant
improvement.

As hypothesized, sig nificant gain in ASSET

skill behaviors appears to be directly related to inclusion
in the social skills training program.

Figure 1 provides a

graphical representation of the pre to- posttest changes for
these skills.
Significant improvement in the ASSET behavi o rs for the
experimental group is not at all surp ri sing since these
teens were trained in specif ic skills.

However, how does

this generalize, if at all, to social situations out o f the
group context?

Examinati on of adolescent self-reports on

the PARI (see Table 7) suggest that the participants in the
experimental group perceive significant improvement in
communication with parents, while review of the findings
f or the pre versus posttest control group comparisons
suggest no change beyond that expected by chance.

However,

results from the analysis of the posttest comparisons across
groups, examined in the next section , may moder ate the
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Table 6
Mean ComJ2arisons Between Ex2erimental and Control PreVersus Post tests for the ASSET
Var table

Pretest

SD

Po s t test

SD

prob.

ASSET ( EXQ)
Giving + Feed ba ck

58.8

10.9

71.6

7.3

<.00 1

Giving - Fe e dback

31.2

8.2

50.2

6.6

<.0 01

Accept - Feed back

52.3

7. 6

62.8

6.6

<.001

Re sist Pe e r Pres

45 .2

7.9

60.4

5. 4

< .001

6.0

<. 001

Pr oble m Solving

39.0

5.7

58.0

Negotiation

47.5

6.7

65.7

4 .6

<. 0 01

Following Inst

60.3

6.0

69 . 7

5.6

<. 001

Conve rsati on

47.6

8.9

60.1

5.5

<.0 01

Giving - Feedback

56 .0

4.1

57 . 7

6.3

.48

Giving - Feedback

27.3

!; ,8

29 . 0

7 .2

.59

Accept - Feedback

49.0

6.7

49.7

8 .1

.8 4

Resist Peer Pres

41 .3

6.3

43.5

5.8

. 43

Problem Solving

35.1

6.0

38.8

5.8

. 18

Negotiation

42 . 9

4. 3

4 6. 2

4.5

.1 1

Following Inst

5 4.0

7. 0

57.5

6.5

.2 6

Conversation

46.3

5.8

50.3

5. 0

.12

AS SET !Control)
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Table 7
Mean Com12arisons Bet..,een EXJ2erimen tal and Co n trol Pre Versus Postte st s for the PARI and CBCL ( Adolescent )
Variable

Pretest

so

Post test

so

prob.

- - - -- PARI

(E XE )

Co mmunicati o n

30 . 9

8.0

39.5

6.1

Pr o blem So lving

21. 4

10.7

2 4. 6

1 0.6

. 41

Co mmunication

3 7 .7

8.8

37.2

8.0

.90

Pr o ble m Solving

2 2. 3

8.7

23.9

8.8

. 69

Externalization

20.3

9.0

14.2

5. 7

.03

Internalization

23.5

14.3

1 8 .7

9.6

.27

Activities

5.2

3.3

7.1

2.1

. 06

Soc ial

4. 3

2.8

6.9

1.7

.005

1 3.2

10.0

10. :,

O>.J

. 35

Externalizat i on

17.2

14.7

20.1

13 . 3

. 64

Internalization

19 .9

15.7

19 . 9

10.9

1.00

Activities

5.2

2. 3

5.1

2.1

.92

Social

6.0

2.3

5.9

2.3

. 92

11.6

9 .1

11.5

6 .1

.98

PARI

CBCL

(Cont r o l )

( EXE)

Unp o pularity
CBCL

.002

(Co ntrol )

Unpopularity
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FIGURE 1: ASSET Skills Change: Pre - versus Posttest.
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inferential utility of these findings.
Adolescent self-reports for the CBCL, as indicated on
Table 7, reveal significant i mpr o vement concerning pr o blem
behaviors that load high on externalization.

Further,

sig nificant increases are noted in the total number and
perceived competency of social interactions, while near
s ignificant improvement may be observed for the t o tal number
and perceived competenc y of activities (social, sport, and
academic).

As with the ASSET and PARI , review of the pre-

vers us posttest comparisons for the contro l g r oup (also
Table 7) reveal no statistically significant improvements in
social competence as measured by the CBCL.
Experimental Versu s ~ontrol
Gr o up Posttest Differences
Additional analysis was undertaken on posttest measures
between t he experimental and control groups to determine if
significant treatme n t effects held up over across-gr o up
co mparisons .

Examination of Table 8 shows that for all

ASSET ski lls, the experimental group exhibited significant
improvement over the control group.
As noted earlier, highly si gnificant findings concerning
improvements in the specific ASSE T behaviors, as measured by
the ASSET tests , are n o t surprising because these skills
were behaviorally specific and were taught only to the
experimental group.

Examination of scores for instruments

that ass ess general soc ia l competence considerably temper
the extent to which ASSET skills generalize to nongroup
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Table 8
Mean ComJ2arisons Between ExQerimental and Control on
Post tests

(Ado l escent)
Experimental

Cont r ol

Mean

so

Mean

so

Giving + Feedback

71. 6

7. 3

57.7

6.3

<. 001

Giv i ng - Feedback

50.2

6.6

29.0

7.2

< .001

62.8

6.6

49 . 7

8 .1

<. 001

60.4

5. 4

4 3.5

5.8

< .001

58 . 0

6.0

38.8

5.8

<.001

Negotiation

65.7

4.6

4 6.2

4. 5

< . 001

Fo llo wing Inst

69 . 7

5.6

57.5

6.5

< . 001

Conversa tion

60.1

5.5

50.3

5.0

<. 001

variable

prob .

ASSET

Accep t

-

Feedback

Resist l?eer I? res
P~oblem

Solving

PARI
Co mmunicati on

39.5

6.1

37.2

8.0

.41

Problem Solving

24.6

10.6

23.9

8.8

.87

Externalizatio n

14.2

5.7

20 . 1

13.3

.13

Internalization

1 8.7

9.6

19.9

10.9

. 77

Activities

7. 1

2. J

5.1

2.1

.02

social

6.9

1.7

5 .9

2.3

.23

10.5

5.3

11.5

6.1

.66

CBCL

unpopular
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social situations.

However, this feature should be

evaluated in light of the time frame in wh ich posttesting
occ urred.

That is, immediately f o ll o wing the end of

ASSET training, the su bj ects were retested.

Thi s allo wed

very little time for the experi mental group subjects to
practice the skills learned outside the group context.
Revie w of posttest PARI scores (adolescent reports}
across groups does not provide evidence of a significant
increase in perceived communication or pr oblem -s olving
within the context of the parent-adolesce nt dyad .

In the

case of the communication scale, this finding conflicts with
experi mental pre- versus posttest compa risons
improvement.

tha t suggest

There are at least three potential

explanations for this phenomenon.

Th e first possibility is

that the ASSET training is not related to improvements in
the adolescent's perception of co mmunication with his
parents.

From a standpoint concerning impli cations for the

use of ASSET training with this population , this would be
the most conservative approach .

Another possibility is that

since the parents were not involved in the training
procedure , they si mply didn ' t know what kinds of behaviors
to look fo r.

The teens may have been making efforts to

improve co mmun icat ion, but given the parent's lack of
traini ng, they were not able to recognize them as such, or
any changes were out of their child's character and, hence,
not perceived by the parents as being genuine .

However , at

least one other possible explanation of this finding
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deserves attention.

Given the difference between mean

pretest scores for the communication subscale, it is
possible that the pretest re sults for t he control group- signif i ca ntly higher than the experimental group to begin
wlth- - were such that without an Inordinate increase in the
exper imental gr oup's posttest score, statistical ly
significa nt improvement acros s groups could not be rea l ize d.
As wlll be se en, parental perception o f i mprovement in
co mmunication within this dyad len d s at least some c redence
to this hypothesis.
Examination of the posttest CBCL findings reveal that
o nly in the case of the activities scale does the
experimental group continue to exhibit significant gain over
the con tr o l group.

Neither the social scales nor th ose that

l oad hi g h o n externallzatl o n --s ignificantly different
between experi mental pre- versu s posttest comparisons- differ beyond that expected by c hance when compared ac r oss
groups .
Diff e ren ces Between
Pr e- Versus Posttest
Parent Measures for
the Experimental Group
Since self-report mea sures are susceptible to per ce ptual
bias, pa rent rep o rts wer e utilized t o o btain an assessment
of the degreP. o f change in socia l behavior fr om an othe r
person ' s perspective.

Unfortunately, pre - versus posttest

co mpari so ns were analyzed o nly for parents of t he
adolescents in the experimental group because an
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unacceptable

lo~

response rate for the control group

parents, numerically smaller to begin
group comparisons impossible.

~ith,

made control

Results of the data analysis,

as reported in Table 9, are moderately consistent

~ith

th e

corr e s ponding adoles cent measure s f or both th e PARI and
CBCI·
Examination of PARI findings indicates that pa Lc nts
of the experi mental gr o up rep o rt a near significant level o f
improvement in communi c ation
parent-adolescent dyad .

~ithin

the context of the

This cha ra cteristic provides some

intuitive evidence that the failure to find significant
increases in communication for the corresponding adolescent
scale, that is, for across-group comparisons, may have been
partially due to a lack of pretest group equivalence.
As

~ith

the adolescent report, no significant

difference is observed in parent's perception of problem solving co mpetence .

Th e consi st ency of this feature across

pa rents and their teen s suggests that, at least immediately
f o ll o ~ing

co mpletion of training, ASSET appears to have

neither a positive nor negative influence upon problemsolvi ng competence

~ithin

the context of this dyad.

Examination of CBCL results suggest that parents of
the adolescents in the experimental group perceive
improvements concerning the behavior problem scales that
lna d on i nternalization.

Further, they also report

s ignificant increases in the total number of social
interactions , as

~ell

as the degree of com petence for their
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Table 9
Mean Comparisons Between Experimental Pre and Postt ests
on the PARI and CBCL ( Parent Report)
Variable

Pretest

SD

Posttest

SD

probo

PARI
Communication

35 o2

9 01

41o6

7o1

o08

Pr oble m Solving

21.7

6 04

25o6

6o3

o1 6

Externalization

16o4

12o8

1004

5o6

o17

Internalization

1402

7o0

8o5

5o3

o04

Activities

506

2o1

6o5

1o7

o25

Soc ial

4 o5

1.6

6 02

1.7

o03

Uncommunicative

6o7

3o8

4 02

3ol

oll

CBCL
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te en s .

Co ncerning the social scale, these findings are

s imilar to their adolescents' perceptions on pre - versus
p ostt est measures.
d i d no t

Ho~ever,

as noted above, the finding s

hold up across experimental versus control group

co mpari s ons .

Activities,

the only scale to remain

si gnificantly improved in the analysis of both the
exp e rimental pre- versus posttest adolescent comparisons and
th e e xperimental versus control group posttest comparis o ns,
~ as

no t

p erceived as signifi c antly improved by parents.

Wh et her this discrepancy is due t o the high level of c ontent
v a l i dity o n the CBCL

(~hich

re po rt higher scores for

may encourage the teen s to s elf-

items on the activities scale) , a

lack of reliability across the se lf - and parent-report forms
o f the CBCL, sma ll sample s ize, or perceptual differences
bet~ ee n

adolescents and their parents,

is

unkno ~ n .

What can

be p o si te d is that both the parents and their teens of
the e xperim e ntal group do a ppear to perceive s o me, albeit
so me what different, qualitativ e improvements on behavi o rs as
mea s ured by this scale, beyond

~hich

the data is ambiguou s .
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DISCUSSION
Reviev of Hypotheses
The primary objective of this study vas to determine if
a social skills training program vould enhance the
interpersonal relati onship
sex o ffenders.

s~i ll s

Several measures,

of a group of ad o lescent
including interactive

assessments, self-reports, and parent-report instruments,
wer e utilized to assess the results of the training program.
The first hypothesis posited that, for the experimental
group, ASSET training would result in significant gai ns on
the specific skill behaviors taught, while the control
group would exhibit no c hange.

Examination of the ASSET

test results suggest that the experimental group was,
ind e ed, able to learn the eight behaviors to a degree far
greater than what would be e xpe ct ed by chance.

No

significant improvement was observed for the control group.
These results hold up in both experimental pre- versus
posttest findings and posttest co mpari sons across groups.
As these ski lls are hypothe sized to be requisite precursor
to engaging in more socially competent behavior with
parents, peers, and others, this outcome is encouraging.
Concerning the second hypothesis, positing improvements
in interpersonal co mmuni cation for the experimenta l group
following ASSET training, the measures assessing the degree
to which the ASSET skills improved competence in the
co mmunicative aspects of interpersonal relationships,

is
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mo re equivocal.

Analysis of the experimental pre- versus

posttest comparisons tends to support a generalization of
ASSET skills to an out-of-group context as evidenced In
increases for perceived communication with parents and
improved scores on social and activity scales.
reports provide near significant

sup~o rt

Parental

for their teens'

perceptions of improved communication within the parentadolescen t dyad.

Further, parents Indicate improvements in

socia l situations related t o friendship o r peer
relationships.

However, findings on experimental versus

co ntrol posttest comparisons for the adolescents are
significant only for the CBCL scale activities, which falls
to approach significance on corresponding parent-report
measures .

In addition, parents do not report improvements

In communication as evidenced on the CBCL scale
unco mmunicative, a more general measure than the PARI
co mmunication scales.
Fo llowing the successful co mpletion o f ASSET training ,
hyp o thesis three posited that a decrease in interpersonal
conflict between subjects in the expe rimental group and
signi ficant others (e.g., peers, parents, and other
authority figures) would be o bserved.

Comparisons between

experimental group findings on the PARI communication and
problem-solving scales suggest that although teens and their
parents may sense a greater ease and willingness to talk
together, conflict between parent and teen did not notably
decrease.
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Findings on the social and activity scales cif the CBCL,
as not ed duove , provide some support, albeit inconsistent,
that exper imental group teens increased skills in both
number of and competence in social interactions with peers.
Further , findings for the CBCL problem behavior s cale s that
l oad high on externalization suggest that the experimental
gr o up exhibited fewer behaviors a ssociated with
interpersonal conflict following ASSET training than did the
cont r o l qr ou p.

However, thls finding vas only significant

on pre- versus posttest c omparisons on adolescent selfrep orts , although significance wa s approached (prob. <. 11)
on across-group comparisons.
Hypothesis four, which posit s i mpr ove ment s in popularity
follo wing social skills training , wa s not realized .
Analysis of the CBCL scale unpopularity indicates that, at
lea s t immediately following ASSET training, subjects d o n o t
perceive improvements in social popularity as measured by
this scale.
Elu c idation of Discrepant
Findings
These mixed and somewhat co nflicting f1ndings may be
due to divergent psychometric properties of the variou s
in st ruments utilized to assess social compet en ce ou t si de the
gr oup context, perceptual differences between teens and
their parents , or some uncontrolled variable.
A va riety of instruments wa s used to evaluat e the
interpersonal relationship skills of adolescents in the
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study.

This construct is made up of adaptive beha viors and

a repertoire of accessible skills (comp etence),

in addition

to motivat i on fac Lu<S like performance (see Gresham, 1986)
The ASSET skills tests assess competence as it relat es to
the specif ic behavior s taug h t.

They in no way should be

interpreted as an estimate of the trainee's general
performance.

~ocial

The PARI, and to a lesser extent the CBCL,

evaluate social competence as re lated to perceived
performance.

They are moderately objective measures that

examine behavior in a different context .

The PARI assesses

co mmunication a nd problem solving in the parent-adolescent
dyad, and the CBCL measures social
behaviors in various co ntext s.

competcn~e

and problem

Th ere fore, a high degree of

intercorrelation between ASSET scores and these other
measures should not necessarily be expected .

Neither

should there necessarily be a high correlation between
the PARI and CBCL since they are contextually different .
What may be hypothesized is that improvements in the ASSET
skills a re antec edent and requisite to late r

improvement in

the areas assessed by the PARI and CBCL.
As mentioned above, t he parents of t he experimental
group were not trained in reciprocal social skills.
Evidence, albeit minimal,

nevertheless suggests that they

did perceive minor improvements in communicati on within the
pare nt-adolescent dyad and increases in both the number of
social interactions and competence within those
interactions.

Given these findings,

it may be speculated
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that training parents in reciprocal social skills would
further enhance their ability to detect attempts to interact
in a more competent mctnner, at least within the dyad.
Additional considerations for eva luating these
discrepant findings are wort h mentio n.

The first concer ns

the length of time between AS SET training and the posttest
session as related to perceptions of improvement in
interpersonal relationship skills.

The one week delay

between the end of training and testing is insufficient to
provide adequate social feedback upon which perceptions of
social co mpetence might be based.

Therefore, even if

experimental subjects behave in a more socially proficient
manner, they may not yet have received enough positive
feedback--if any--to significantly alter his selfper c eptions related to social behavior.

The same may hold

true for parental per cept i ons of their ch ild ' s social
co mpetence.
An other possible explanati on for these findings is what
Nobel (1988) calls the sleeper effect .

This phenomenon

mi ght re sul t in pa r ticipants of the SST program reporting
greater and more consistent improvements in interpersonal
relationship skills but only after a delay sufficient for
appropriate internalization of the

ASSET skills.

Such an

explanation suggests that the teen has not yet had enough
practice to become appropriately adept at using the skills
in social situations ou tside the training context.
Finally, as frequently noted, the findings of this study
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are discrepant in that the results are not consistently
significant but rather favor the experimental group, across
measures, and group co mparisons.

As in most research

s tudies , this one proposed to assess and interpret
statistically significant differences between experimental
and control groups following a treatment.

This involved

minimizing type I error, that is, rejecting the null
hy po thesis when it is in fact true.
A review of the tables and the results section provides
s ome interesting evidence that type II error, accepting the
null hypopthesis when false, has been overlooked.

Across

measures and group comparisons, the experimental group's
test results exhibit change in the direction consistent with
improved interpersonal behavior.

This improvement is not

always significant , but it is very co nsi stent.

Th e social,

a c tivities , externalization, and uncommunicative scales of
the CBCL consiste ntly, although not al ways significantly,
improved in the desired direction.

In addition, for both

the communication and problem-solving sca les of the PARI,
change moved in the hypothesized direction.

This phenomenon

warrants concern that the lack o f significance may have been
an artifact of the methodol ogy utilized and not an
ineffectual treatment.
Implications for
Future Research
Th e results of thi s study may be interpreted by some to
provide moderately strong support for the inclusion of
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ASSET social skills training in the treatment program o f
ad ol escent sex offenders.

The potential this population ha s

for inflicting physical and psychological trauma upon t he ir
victims , as well as the dramatic gro wth iu reported
o ff e nses , has created a demand for treatment options.
However , increased interest in treatment of adoles cent sex
offende rs should not r esult in a "grasping at straws"
appr oach co ncerning interven tion techniques .
The teens wh o partici pat ed in this study wer e
co ncu rr en tly involved In a court-ordered offender pr ogram
that included severe consequen ces for noncompliance vith
their ISAT treatment contract s .

As a result, most of the

adolescents we re highly motivated to perform well in t he
prog ram .

Thi s condition set up the p o tential for "Hawthorn"

(Roet hlisberger & Dicks on, 19 66) type ef fects.

Th e

subjec ts, especially the exper imental group, may ha ve made
an active effort to provide the data they believed the
researcher was seeking in an atte mpt t o portray

themselves

a s coo perative, motivated parti c ipants.
With these fa ctors in mind and given the paucity of
research co ncerning social skills training programs with
this population , immediate recognition of progr ams such as
ASSET as valuable treatment adjuncts may be premature.
Method ological and intervention consideratio ns as well as
conce rns for t reatment outcome preclude hasty c onclusio ns.
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Methodological considerations.

This study has some of

the methodological weaknesse s associated with pilot studies,
especially those involving clinical samples and
institutional studies.

First and foremost ar e the

statistic al comp romi ses made to mitigate any potential harm
that might result from disruption of the adolescents'
treatment programs .

As noted earlier, the subjects who

participated in the study were not randomly assigned to
either a control or experimental group .

For ethical

reasons, which are paramount, existing g r oups were utilized.
Although this design feature may draw immediate c rit icism ,
it can ethically be addressed by comparing the results of
similar follow-up studie s.
in inconsistent findings,

If a la ck of randomness results
then co mparisons acr oss studies

should be discrepant.
Further, dis ru ptions to existing groups would create an
undue advantage for the experimental group.

Dramatic cha nge

in group format o r membership is associated with a negative
o ut come

(Hansen , Warner, & Smith, 1980).

Since the control

group remains a therapy group, reforming the control group
would mean that these individuals would have to reestablish
basic group

proces~ cs.

involved in a

The experimental group, being

psychoeducational program , would not be

subject to such disruptive effects.

Therefore, comparisons

between g r oups in a completely random design would likely
put the control group at a significant disadvantag e .

Even

if the oppo rt unity were available to create entirely new
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gr o ups, for example, recent referrals

~ho

had not yet

entered group treatment, the control group might still be at
a comparative disadvantage because of the time req uired to
initiate group processes.
groups as a

~hole

Therefore, random assignment of

to either experimental or control

situations, as done in this study , may be the best option
presently available.
Replication of this study
~ o uld

~lth

a larger sample size

add to the rel iability of this research.

bet~een

Disparity

groups on mea sures of central tendency and

di s persion are more likely

~lth

small sample sizes because

outlyers have a greater potential to skew means or increase
variances.

These statistical phenomenon in turn decrease

the likelihood of obtaining statistically significant
differences for between-gr o up

~ omparlsons .

With only 18

subj ects In the experimental group, 10 in the control group,
and 11 in the experimental parent group , the reliability of
these findings is questionable.
~ell

A follow-up study could

find sig nificantly different results, especially for

the PARI and CBCL.

Replicating this study

sizes of at least 30 subjects eac h

~ould

~ith

group

greatly enhance the

prospects o f consistent outcomes.
Although necessarily co mpromised in this instance,
future research would be greatly enhanced by using a design
that

~ould

provide increased validity of treatment effects.

Implementation of the Solomon Four-Group Experimental Design
~ould

meet this criteria.

Thi s design provides f or the
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direct comparison of pre- and posttest results between
experimental and control groups while controlling for
all sources of internal invalidity (i.e., history ,
maturation, testing,

instrumentation, statistical

regression , selection , experimental mortality, and
intP.raction of selection and maturdtion).
design

Further, this

ef fectively controls for the interact i ve effects o f

testing, a source of external invalidity ( Campbell &
stanley , 1963).
Incorporating multiple posttests for both the
experime ntal and control groups would not on l y provide data
co ncerning any delay between social s kills training and
later cha nges in interpersonal relationship competence, but
it would allow assessment of the stability of improvements
through test-retest comparisons.

Further, most of the

inst ruments used in this study have a sufficient number o f
items to establish split-half reliabilities.

These tw o

procedures would provide valuable information concerning the
stabi lity of the training effects specifically, while
furnishing impo rtant r eliability data f o r the measures and
their use with adolescent sex of fenders gene r ally.
Meth odologica ll y , the results of this study are
compromised by one fundamental confound, that is, the
interaction bet ween the experimental subject ' s indivinual
therapist (and therapeutic style) with the treatment .
Subjects in the experimental group were seen by any one of
a number of indivi dual therapists who have unique
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personalities and different approaches to therapy.
Therefore, although the end goals may be similar for the
adolescent offenders as a group, the techniques used to
ac hi eve them may differ significantly among individual
therapists.

Due to the s ma ll sam ple size and experimental

de s ign , therapist-by-treatment interaction was not
con tr o lled.

In a follow-up study, procedures such as

analysis o f cova rian ce should examine and partial out any
eff ec t s related to the subjects' having diffe ren t individual
therapists.
A final conside rati on concerns the use of mixed sex
groups.

Given the present pauc ity o f research concerning

group treatment programs for mal e adolescent sex of fenders
in general and mi xed sex groups specifically (I could find
not hing applicable) , this pr oblem will likely have to wa it
until adequate research c o ncerning female offenders and
mixed - sex treatment programs is available.
Con s iderat ions for treatment outcome.
co nsiderations are worth mentioning here.

Several
First, existing

evidence sugge sts that adolescent sex of fending is but one
observable c haracteristi c of an ot herwis e dysfunctional
family.

Involvement of other family members, especially

parents, in the treatment process, including social s kill s
training, may be requisite to achieving a lasting
generalization of all aspects o f social competence .
p ositi o n has been posited by Serna et al.

Such a

(1986) conce rning

social compete nce within the parent-adolescent dyad and
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later studied by Adams et al.

(1988) using the ASSET

progra m.
Finally, given the trauma this population inflicts upon
v ic tims, it is paramount to determine that social skills
training like ASSET does not result in more socially s killed
s ex offenders.

Examinati on of perpetrator characteristics

may intuitively suggest that this is n ot likely; however,
t here is not yet sufficient research conce rnin g social
skills training and adolescent offender recidivism rates to
predict success o f treatment outco me .

Incorporating

in s truments such as the Califo rni a Psychological Inventory
(Harrison & Gough , 1975) into future studies may provide
predictive information on the likelihood of reoffense.

If

personality traits o r characteristics, as defined by CPI
s cales , can be sho wn to be associated with ad olescent sex
o ffending , and further,

if scores on these scales improve

after social skills training, then it may be that
re o ffending will be less likely because antecedent
per so nality variables will have been modified.
In conclusion , sexual offending, especially when the
perpetrator is an adolescent, is a highly volatile and
complex issue.

This study encourages research that examines

the effects o f various treatment procedures, including
soc i~l

skills training, on this population and provides so me

impetus towards developing effective , standardized options.
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App endix A: PARI Subscales Parent Report
Co mmunication scale.
1.

My teenager lies to me often .

2.

My teenager is defensive.

3.

My teenage r

4.

My teenager prov o kes me into an argument at least t wicP

thinks my opinio ns don 't count.

a day.
5.

My teenager blows up f o r

no reason.

6.

When we discuss things my teenager gets restless .

7.

My teenager lea ves the house after we have an argument.

8.

My teenage r

will approach me when som ething is on

his/her mind.
9.

My teenager screams a

lot.

10.

My teenager sulks after we have an argument.

11.

My teenager usually listen s

12.

My teenager brings up a

1J .

My tePna ger and I argue at the dinner table at least

to what I

tell him /he r.

lot o f my faults when we argue.

half of the times we eat together.
14.

My teenage r can't take

jokes.

15.

Whe n I try to tell my teenager something,

he/she

doesn't let me finish.
16.

The talks I have with my teenager are frustrating.

17.

My a dolescent exaggerate s my faults or problems.

18.

My teenager gets mad and often gives me the silent
treatment.

19.

My teenager purposely talks in a way that I don't
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understand.
20 .

When my teenager and I talk , I c an tell he /s he
understanu~

me.

21.

My teenager is bossy when talking to me.

22.

My teenager calls me bad names.

23.

My teenager nags me a l o t.

2 4.

My te enager rarely listens t o me during an argument.

25.

My teenager puts me down.

26.

My teenager does all the talking when we try to have a
discussion.

27.

My teenager talks ni ce ly to me most of the time.

28 .

My teenager listens to me when I need someone to talk
to.

29.

My teenager admits when he/she ' s wr ong about somPthing.

30.

My teenager and I try t o understand each other ' s
feelings.

31.

My teenager tends to agree with me to av o id an
argument.

32 .

T c an tell how my teenager fe els by the l oo k o n his/her
face.

33.
34.

My teenager makes it easy for me to talk to him / her.
I feel like I can express my feelings to my teenager
o penly.

35.

So metimes my teenager and I can u nderstand each o ther
just by a look.

36.

My teenager and I are able to have g oo d talks.

37 .

My teenager listen s to me eve n when we argue.
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38 .

My teenager compliments me when I've done something
well .

39 .

I can tell how my t eenager feels by th e tone of ht s/he r

voice .
4 0.

If I d o n ' t

understand my tee nager ,

he/she will try to

e xplain him/herself.
4 1.

My teenag er is usually able to sense the wa y I feel.

42.

When we discuss s o meth ing my teenager ask s about my
opinion or feelings.

4 3.

When my teenager j o ke s we both have a g oo d laugh .

44.

My teenager often accuses me o f doing cr o oked things
like cheating on taxes .

45 .

Wh en we tal k, my teena ger says the s am e things over and
over .

4 6.

My teena ger mumble s under his/her breath when he /s h e
talks to me .

47 .

My t eenager s a ys I hav e n o co n s iderati on for his /her
fee li ngs.

4 8.

My teenager ac t s

49.

F or the mo s t

50.

My teenag e r

i mpatient when I talk.

part , my teenager likes to talk with me.
n ever under sta nd s my side of the argument.

Pr o blem - solving s cal e .
1.

My teenage r

is not a ware of the things that he /s he

does that bother me.
2.

My teenager talks to me wh en h e/s he f eels that we hav e
a disagreement .

3.

Things have to get really bad befo r e my teenager
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approaches me
4.

~ith

problems.

My teenager collects all the facts bef ore coming to a
c onclusion.

5.

My teenager encourages me to tell my side of the
argume nt.

6.

When~~

have talks, my teenager makes his/her polnt

c lear.
1.

My teenager expresses opinions dur i ng ou r talks.

8.

My teenager doesn't ask f o r my Ideas for solving
arguments.

9.

Wh en my teenager and I have a problem ,
figure our

10 .

ho~

to deal

~ith

~e

usually can

it.

My teenager ha s some good ideas about

ho~

to so lve

proble ms.
11.

When I come up

~ith

ideas, my teenager tells me I am

o ld fashioned.
12.

When my teenager and I argu e ,

13.

My teenager and I discuss the pros and cons of our

~ithout

~e

o fLen get stuck

finding any solutions.

ideas befo re mak ing deci sions.
14.

My teenager and I never seem to agree.

15.

My teenager leaves the house in the middle of our
argument .

16.

My teenage r and I usually reach an agreement.

17.

My teenage r

~ill

sometimes meet me

half~ay ~hen

proble ms.
1 8.

My tee nager and I end our arguments calmly.

solving
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19.

My teenager alvays has to vin arguments.

20.

My teenager is rarely villing t o try my ideas .

21.

My teenager does not live up to our agreements.

22.

When my teenager comes up vith an idea , ve discuss hov
it ' s

23.

likely to turn out.

My teenager and I frequently lose track of the point
in an argument.

2 4.

My teenager and I avoid problems by not talking about
them.

25.

My teenager and I start arguing about one thing and
end up arguing about something else .

26.

My teenager and I usually stick to the topic vhen ve
argue.

27.

When ve argue , my teenager brings up things from the
past.

28.

Frequently vh en ve argue, my teenager and I go over
and over the same old things.

29.

My teenage r

is unvilling to me et me halfvay to end

arguments.
30.

My teenage thinks my opinions don't count .

3 1.

Even vhen I disagre e with my teenager,

I know wh ere

he/ s he is coming fr o m.
32.

Because my teenager understands me, he/she ha s good
ideas for solving our problems.

33.

My teenage r makes impulsive decisions vithout
considering the consequences.
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Appendix 8: PARI Subscales Adolescent Report
Communicatio n scale.
1.

My mothe r lie s to me often .

2.

My father lies to me often.

3.

My mo ther leave s the house o ften when we have an
ar gu ment.

~.

My father leaves the house often when we have an
argument.

5.

My mother will approach me when something is on her
mind.

6.

My fathe r will approach me when so mething is o n his
mind.

7.

My mother screams a l ot.

8.

My father sc r eams a lot.

9.

My mom brings up a lot of my faults when we argue.

10.

My dad brings up a lot of my faults when we argue.

11.

My mom and I argue at the dinner table at least half
o f the time we eat together.

12.

My f,the r and

I

argue at the d i nner table at lea st

half of the time we eat together.
13.

When

try to tell my mother so mething, she doesn ' t

let me finish.
14.

When I try to tell my father something, he doesn ' t let
me finish.

15.

My mothe r uses big words that she doesn ' t explain.

16.

My father uses big words that he does n't explain.
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17.

Whe n my mot her talks to me I can tell she understands
me .

18.

Wh en my father talks to me I can tell he understands

me.
19.

My mother is bossy wh en t21lking to me .

20.

My father is bossy when talk inc; to me.

21.

My mother calls me lazy or other bad names.

22.

My father c alls me lazy or ot her bad names .

23.

My mothe r nags me a lot.

24.

My father nags me a lot.

25.

My mom puts me down a l o t.

26 .

My dad puts me down a lot.

27.

My mother does all the talking when we try to have a
dis c ussion.

28.

My father does all the talking when we try to have a
discussion.

29.

My mothe r listens to me when

need someone Lo tal k to.

30.

My father listens to me 'Jhen

need so meone t o talk to.

31.

My morn admits when she is wrong about something.

32.

My dad admits when he is .., rong about somethi ng.

33.

My mom and

try to understa nd each other ' s feelings.

34 .

My dad and

try to understand each other ' s feeling s .

35.

My mother makes it easy to talk t o her .

36.

My dad makes it easy to talk to him.

37.

Sometimes my mom and I can understand each other just
by a

38.

l oo k.

Sometimes my dad and I can understand each other just
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by a look.
39

0

40.

My mom listens to me even 1o1hen 1ole argue.
My dad listens to me even "'h en "'e argue .

41.

can te 11 ho"' my mom feels by the tone of her voice.

42.

can te 11 ho"' my dad f e els by the tone o f his voice.

43.

Wh en we discuss something my mom asks <>bout my opinion
or feelings.

44.

Wh en we discuss something my dad asks about my opinion
or feeling::>.

45.

When we talk my mom says thP same thing over and over.

46.

When we talk my dad says the same thing over and over.

47 .

My mom s ays

have no consider ation of her feelings.

48.

My dad says

have no consi deration o f his feelings.

49.

My mom almost neve r under st ands my side of an argument.

50.

My dad almost never understands my s ide of an argument .
Problem-solv ing scale.

1.

My mom is not aware o f the things she does that bother
me.

2.

My dad is not aware of the things he does that bother
me .

3.

My mom collects all the facts before making decisions.

4

My dad collects all the facts before making decisions .

0

5.

My mom encou ra ges me to tell my side o f the argument.

6.

My dad encourages me to tell my side of the argument.

7.

My mom doesn ' t ask for my ideas for solving arguments.

8.

My dad doesn 't ask for my ideas for solving arguments.

9.

My mom has some good ideas about how to solve pro bl emf'.
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10.

My dad has some good ideas about

11.

When my mom and I argue ,

~e

ho~

to solve problems.

often get stuck

~ith out

finding any solutions .
12.

When my dad and I argue , we often get stuck without
finding any solutions.

13.

My mother and I discuss the pros and cons of ouc ideas
before making decisions.

14.

My father and I discuss the pros and cons of our ideas
before making deci sions.

15.

My mom and

usually can reach an agreement.

16.

My dad and

usually can reach an agreement.

17 .

My mom will so met imes meet me halfway when solving
prob l ems.

18.

My dad will sometimes meet me halfway when solving
problems.

J9.

My mom always has to win arguments.

20.

My dad al ways has to win arguments.

21 .

My mom is rarely willi ng to try my ideas.

22.

My dad is rarely willing to try my ide as.

23.

My mom does not liv e up to our agree me nts.

24.

My dad does not live up to our agreements.

25.

When my mom comes up with an idea , we discuss how it ' s
likely to tu rn out.

26.

When my dad comes up

~ith

an idea, we discuss how it ' s

likely t o turn out.
27.

My mom and I frequently lose track of the point in an
argument.
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28 .

My dad and I frequently l o s e track of the po i nt I n an
argument.

2 9.

My mom and

av o id p r o bl e ms by no t talking ab ou t t he m.

30 .

My dad and

·3V Oid pr o blem s by not talking about them.

31 .

My mom and

argue a lot about rules.

32 .

My dad and

argue a lot ab o ut rules.

33 .

My mom a nd

usually st i ck t o the topic vhen ve arg ue .

34 .

My dad and

us ually s t ic k t o the t o pic vhen ve arg ue.

35 .

Frequent l y vhen ve argue, my mom and I g o over and
o ver the same old t hin gs .

36 .

Freq uently vhen ve argue, my dad and I go over and
over the same old things.

3 7.

My mom is u nvil ling to meet me halfvay t o e nd
arguments.

38.

My da d ls unvll lln g t o meet me halfvay t o end
.3 r g ume n ts .

39 .

My mo ther makes quick de c i sio ns vith o ut understanding
th e ir consequences .

40 .

My father make s quick dec is i o ns vithout unde rs ta nding
their conse quen ces .
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Appendix C:
ASSET - Preand Posttraining Checklists
Giv ing positive feedback .
1.

Face the person when giving feedback?

2.

Main tain eye contact with the person?

3.

Smile when giving feedback?

4.

Use an enthusiastic voice tone?

5.

Maintain a relaxed posture?

6.

Give the feedback?

7.

Wait f o r a response?

8.

If the response was ~u~itive ,

use the response to lead

into a conversation?
If the response was negative, restate the feedback and
then change the subject?
9.

Mak~

sure the feedback was si ncere, not sarcastic or

dishonest?
Giving negative feedback.
1.

Face the person when giving feedback?

2.

Maintain eye contact with the person?

3.

Keep a se ri o u s

4.

Use a serious voice tone?

5.

Maintain a straight posture?

6.

Ask to talk to the other person for a mome r t?

7.

Initial ly give a positive statement or compliment?

8.

Tell how he/she feels or what he/she feels that the

facial expression?

o ther person has done wrong?
9.

Give the other person a reason for changing?
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10.

Ask if the other person understood what was said?

11.

Clarify the feedback,

12.

Ask how the other pe r son feels ( what is t he other

if ne cess ary?

person ' s side)?
13.

Giv e the other pers o n sugg e s tions for changin g or
Improving ?

14.

Thank the other per son for listening?

15 .

Chang e the topic to so meth in g el se ?

16.

Make a state ment of co nc ern or understanding?

17.

Not " put down " the ot her person?
Ac cept ing negative feedback.

1.

Face the person during the c onversation?

2.

Maintain eye co ntact with the person?

3.

Keep a neutral facial expression?

4.

Use a normal vo lce tone?

5.

Mai ntain a straight posture?

6.

Stay near the person?

7.

Listen closely wh en th e

per~o 11

~a s

talking and remember

to give head nods and say " mm-hmm" and " yeah " ?
8.

Ask for clar ifi cation , if nec essary?

9.

If he /s he agreed with the f eedback, apologizes and
either says that he /s he underst ood the feedba ck or ask
fo r suggestions?

10.

If he/she didn ' t agree wi th the f e edback, say that
he /s he understo od, and then asked permission to tell
his/her side and told it with facts?

11.

I f the other pers on wa s an authority figure , accep t
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the feedback, even if he/she did not agree with it?
If the other person was not an authority figure,
either accept the feedback or thank the person for
his/her concern and say that he/she would think about
it?
12.

Remain calm and make no angry statements or

accusations?
13.

Not interrupt when the other person was speaking?
Resisting peer pressure.

1.

Fa c e the person during the conversation?

2.

Maintain eye contact with the other person?

3.

Keep a serious facial expression?

4.

Use a concerned,

5.

Maintain a straight posture?

6.

Hake a positive statement about the person?

7.

Say that he/she will not engage in the proposed act

~erious

voice tone?

(say no)?
8.

Give a personal rea son for not engaging in the act?

9.

Suggest an alter native activity for everyone?

10 .

If the alternative wa s not accepted, restate that
he/she will not participate and leave t he situation?
Problem solving .

1.

Re main calm?

2.

Decide exactly what the problem is?

3.

Name a possible solution?

4.

Name another possible solution?
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5.

Name an o ther possible s o luti o n?

6.

Name the positive and ne gativ e re su lts f or the first
poss ible solution?

7.

Name t he positive and nega t i ve r esu lts f o r the

R~r.o nd

poss ibl e solution?
B.

Name the positive and negative res u lts for the third
possible solut i on?

9.

Decide o n the most desirable resul ts ( most positive
an d least negative ) ?

10.

Choose the soluti o n that leads to the most positive
and leas t negative re sul t s?

11.

For mulate the ste ps n ec ess ary to accomplis h this
so l ution?

12 .

If th e firs t so luti on did not

~ o rk ,

pick the second

be s t solut i o n and fi gure out the s t eps for a c hieving
it?
Negot iation.
1.

Fa ce the pe r son during the co nversati on ?

2.

Main tai n eye con t act

3.

Kee p a n e utral f acial expression?

4.

Use a nor mal voice t o ne - positive and nonaccusing?

5.

Maintain a straight posture?

6.

As k to talk to th e o ther pe rs on?

7.

state

8.

Give a reas o n f o r t he re quest?

9.

Wait fo r a resp o nse?

10 .

~h at

he/she

If the response

~ith

t he pe r son?

~ ante d?

~ as

positive, thank the per so n?
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IE the response wa s negative, ask the per son if he/she
co uld think o f anything the pa rt ici pant could do to get
what was wan ted?
11 .

Listen to the other person ' s response?

12.

!f sa ti s fied wit h t he solution , agree and thank the
pe r so n?

IE not sa ti sfied wit h t he so lution, propose a
comp r omise?
13.

If the other person agreed with the compromise, thank
him /he r?
If the oth er person did not agree , ask f or a no ther
so lution and con t inue negoti ating?

1 4.

Pay attention to the ot her person while he/she wa s
tal kin g by giving head nods a nd by sa ying "mm -hmm " an d
'' yeah '' ?
Follo wing instr uctions.

1.

Face the person when receiving the ins tru c t ion?

2.

Maintain eye contact wi th the per son?

3.

Keep a neutral fa cial expression?

4.

Use a normal voice ton e?

5.

Maintain a straight posture?

6.

Liste n closely , giving positive f eed back with head
n ods and by say in g ''mm -hmm'' and '' yeah ''?

7.

Ackno wledge the instruction?

8.

As k for c larificati o n if necessary?

9.

Say that he /s he will f ollo w t he instru c ti on?

10.

Follo w the instruct i on?
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11.

Gi ve polite, pleasant responses?

12.

Not argue with the person about the instructi on?
Co nversation.

1.

Fa ce the person during the co nversation?

2.

Maintain eye conta c t with the person?

3.

Smile during th e conver sat i o n?

4.

Uee a pleasant voi c e tone?

5.

Ma intain a relaxed con versa tion al postu re --not
slouched , but no t ten s e?

6.

Say words o f greeting?

7.

Introduce himself /he r self , if necessary?

8.

Ask an open

end~d

question about the topic of

co nversation?
10.

As k another open-ended question about the topi c o f
co nversation?

11.

Make a statement rele vant to the top ic of conve r s ati on?

12 .

Make another statement relevant to the topic of
co nversation?

13.

Make anot her statement r el evant to the topic o f
conversat ion?

14.

End the conversati on with some type o f closing
state ment?

15.

Wait for the other person t o fini sh before saying
anything (not interrupt)?

16.

Give the other pe r son an o pp o rtunity to talk by being
silent after asking a questi o n or making a statement?

17.

Give positive feedback through head nods and by s aying
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"mm-hmm" and " yeah " during the other per so n' s

response?

